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ABSTRACT
Using wide-field HST/WFPC2 imaging and extensive Keck/LRIS spectroscopy, we present a detailed
study of the galaxy populations in MS 2053–04, a massive, X-ray luminous cluster at z = 0.5866±0.0011.
Analysis of 149 confirmed cluster members shows that MS2053 is composed of two structures that are
gravitationally bound to each other; their respective velocity dispersions are 865 ± 71 km s−1 (113
members) and 282±51 km s−1 (36 members). MS2053’s total dynamical mass is 1.2×1015M⊙. MS2053
is a classic Butcher-Oemler cluster with a high fraction of blue members (24± 5%) and an even higher
fraction of star-forming members (44± 7%), as determined from their [OII]λ3727 emission. The number
fraction of blue/star-forming galaxies is much higher in the infalling structure than in the main cluster.
This result is the most direct evidence to date that the Butcher-Oemler effect is linked to galaxy infall.
In terms of their colors, luminosities, estimated internal velocity dispersions, and [OII]λ3727 equivalent
widths, the infalling galaxies are indistinguishable from the field population. MS2053’s deficit of S0
galaxies combined with its overabundance of blue spirals implies that many of these late-types will
evolve into S0 members. The properties of the blue cluster members in both the main cluster and
infalling structure indicate they will evolve into low mass, L < L∗ galaxies with extended star formation
histories like that of low mass S0’s in Coma. Our observations show that most of MS2053’s blue cluster
members, and ultimately most of its low mass S0’s, originate in the field. Finally, we measure the redshift
of the giant arc in MS2053 to be z = 3.1462; this object is one in only a small set of known strongly
lensed galaxies at z > 3.
Subject headings: galaxies: clusters: individual (MS 2053-04) – galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD –
galaxies: fundamental parameters – galaxies: evolution – gravitational lensing
1. introduction
The seminal papers by Butcher & Oemler (1978, 1984)
gave rise to an entire generation of studies on the evolution
of galaxy populations in clusters. Their observations of an
increasing number of blue cluster members with increas-
ing redshift, christened the Butcher-Oemler (B-O) effect,
have since been confirmed with photometric (Couch et al.
1994; Dressler et al. 1994; Rakos & Schombert 1995; Lubin
1996; Dressler et al. 1997; Couch et al. 1998; Margoniner
& de Carvalho 2000) and spectroscopic studies (Lavery &
Henry 1986; Couch & Sharples 1987; Newberry et al. 1988;
Lavery et al. 1992; Dressler & Gunn 1992; Abraham et al.
1996; Caldwell & Rose 1997; Ellingson et al. 2001; Tran
et al. 2003a). However, the origins of the B-O effect have
yet to be fully understood.
Several early studies suggested the B-O effect was due to
galaxy-galaxy interactions (Lavery & Henry 1988; Lavery
et al. 1992; Dressler et al. 1994; Couch et al. 1994). More
recently, galaxy infall has become a favored mechanism for
increasing the blue fraction in clusters, especially at inter-
mediate redshifts (Kauffmann 1995; Couch et al. 1998; van
Dokkum et al. 1998b; Ellingson et al. 2001; Fairley et al.
2002). A panoramic imaging study of A851 (z = 0.41)
by Kodama et al. (2001) suggests that the transition from
predominantly blue to red galaxy colors occurs most of-
ten in the subclumps outside the cluster core. However,
the observations needed to understand the physical mech-
anisms driving the evolution of cluster galaxies, e.g. red-
shifts, morphologies, and spectral types, are difficult to
obtain. Although substructure in massive clusters is quite
common and is attributed to the continued accretion of
galaxies, the evidence linking galaxy infall to the B-O ef-
fect, e.g. the spatial and kinematic segregation of early
and late-type members (Dressler 1980; Fisher et al. 1998;
Biviano et al. 2002), remains circumstantial.
Knowing whether the B-O effect is due to galaxy infall
is particularly important if we are to explain the unex-
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2pected deficit of S0 galaxies observed at intermediate red-
shifts (Dressler et al. 1997; Fasano et al. 2000; Lubin et al.
2002). These studies suggest that the S0’s in nearby clus-
ters form out of the excess of spirals observed at higher
redshifts, i.e. the B-O galaxies (although for an alterna-
tive explanation, see Andreon 1998). If S0’s form from
infalling spirals, then this would mean that most S0’s in
nearby clusters originated in the field.
To assess how galaxy infall, the Butcher-Oemler effect,
and the possible progenitors of S0 members are related, we
present a detailed study of MS 2053–04, a massive, X-ray
luminous galaxy cluster (Stocke et al. 1991; Luppino &
Gioia 1992) at z ∼ 0.6. With extensive Keck/LRIS spec-
troscopy, we identify 149 members and measure MS2053’s
velocity dispersion and mass. Combining our spectro-
scopic survey with wide-field HST/WFPC2 imaging, we
then examine the colors, luminosities, morphologies, esti-
mated internal velocity dispersions, and [OII]λ3727 equiv-
alent widths of the confirmed cluster members. We also
test whether the current star formation in B-O galaxies
at z ∼ 0.6 is consistent with trends observed in clusters
at z < 0.2, e.g. that cluster S0’s tend to have younger
luminosity-weighted ages than the ellipticals (Poggianti
et al. 2001; Smail et al. 2001). For comparison to the
field population, we utilize a field sample with redshifts
comparable to MS2053.
In §2 and §3, we describe our imaging and spectroscopic
observations as well as how physical properties such as col-
ors and spectral types were determined. In §4, we briefly
summarize our sample of field galaxies. In §5, we present
MS2053’s redshift distribution, velocity dispersion, and
mass as well as a short discussion on substructure. In §6,
we examine MS2053’s early-type galaxy population. We
determine MS2053’s fraction of blue members and show
how it is related to galaxy infall in §7. The spectroscopic
Butcher-Oemler fraction is presented in §8 along with a
summary of the X-ray observations from Chandra. We di-
cuss how the blue members in MS2053 are related to S0
galaxies in lower redshift clusters in §9, and present our
conclusions in §10.
Unless otherwise noted, we use ΩM = 0.3,ΩΛ = 0.7, and
H0 = 100h km s
−1 Mpc−1. At MS2053’s redshift, this cor-
responds to a projected scale of 4.6h−1 kpc/arcsec.
2. imaging
2.1. Ground-Based Observations
Our early observations of the MS2053 field included a
200s R and 240s I image (1.1′′ seeing) taken at Keck cen-
tered on the Brightest Cluster Galaxy (BCG; #1667). Ob-
jects were detected and magnitudes determined with FO-
CAS (Valdes 1982). The R and I images were used pri-
marily to select spectroscopic targets for observing runs
from August 1995 up to August 1997.
2.2. HST/WFPC2 Observations
MS2053 was imaged by HST/WFPC2 in October 1998.
The observations consisted of six overlapping pointings
taken in both F606W and F814W filters and covered an
area ∼ 4′ × 7′ (Fig. 1). The total integration time at
each pointing was 3200s and 3300s for F606W and F814W
respectively; the image reduction is detailed in Hoekstra
et al. (2002).
Total magnitudes were measured using SExtractor
(Bertin & Arnouts 1996), and (B − V )z colors measured
within a 3′′ diameter aperture. Following the method out-
lined in van Dokkum & Franx (1996), we transform mag-
nitudes in the WFPC2 filter system to redshifted Johnson
magnitudes using:
Bz = F814W + 0.354(F606W − F814W ) + 0.923 (1)
Vz = F814W − 0.173(F606W − F814W ) + 0.959 (2)
where the constants were calculated for an E/S0 galaxy
spectral energy distribution (Pence 1976) redshifted to
z = 0.59. Apparent magnitude is converted to an absolute
magnitude using a distance modulus adjusted for passive
evolution ((m −M = 41.2); here we have accounted for
simple fading, as determined from the Fundamental Plane
(∆ log(M/LB) ∝ −0.40z; van Dokkum et al. 1998a). We
also correct for Galactic reddening as E(B − V ) = 0.084
mag in the MS2053 field (Schlegel et al. 1998).
2.3. Morphologies and Structural Parameters
All galaxies on the WFPC2 imaging brighter than
m814 = 22 were visually classified by M. Franx, P. van
Dokkum, and D. Fabricant using the method described in
Fabricant et al. (2000). The morphological types of {E,
E/S0, S0, S0/a, Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd} were assigned values of
{−5,−4,−2, 0, 1, 3, 5, 7}; intermediate values {−3,−1, 2}
were also used. In our analysis, the galaxies are split into
five main categories: E/S0 galaxies have −5 ≤ T ≤ −1,
S0/a galaxies T = 0, Sa galaxies T = 1, spirals T ≥ 2, and
mergers T = 99.
We complement the visual classifications with structural
parameters measured using GIM2D (Simard et al. 2002).
For each cluster and field galaxy with HST/WFPC2 imag-
ing, we fit surface brightness models using a pure de Vau-
couleurs profile. The half-light radii and surface bright-
nesses were then used with the galaxy colors to estimate
internal velocity dispersions (see §3.5). For a more exten-
sive discussion on analyzing cluster galaxies at intermedi-
ate redshifts using GIM2D, see Tran et al. (2003b).
3. spectroscopy
3.1. Observations and Reductions
Using LRIS (Oke et al. 1995) on Keck, a spectroscopic
survey of the MS2053 field was conducted from August
1995 to July 2001 over 7 observing runs. During this pe-
riod, spectroscopic targets were selected from three object
catalogs. The first two catalogs were made from the Keck
R and I images. Spectra taken during the August 1995
to August 1997 observing runs were selected from these
Keck catalogs. A third object catalog was created later
from the HST/WFPC2 mosaic (taken in October 1998).
Spectra obtained after August 1997 were selected from the
HST catalog. In all cases, the spectroscopic targets were
selected by magnitude (m814 ≤ 22) and not morphology.
A total of 18 multi-slit masks containing 669 targets
were observed. The multi-slit masks included both masks
designed to measure redshifts (texp ∼ 2000 sec) and masks
to measure internal velocity dispersions (texp ≥ 7500 sec)
with redshift fillers. The slits were typically 1′′ wide and
the seeing on the observing runs was≤ 1.′′2. Depending on
3the grating used, the spectral resolution (FWHM) ranged
from 9−13A˚ with higher spectral resolution (5−6A˚) used
for the dispersion masks.
IRAF10 routines and custom software provided by L.
Simard and D. Kelson (Kelson 1998) were used to re-
duce the spectra; a detailed explanation of the reduction
pipeline can be found in Tran et al. (1999). The spectra
were corrected for the telluric atmospheric A and B bands
by using the spectrum of a bright blue star included on all
the masks. The observed wavelength coverage of the 669
targets depended on the grating and slitlet position, but
was typically 6000 − 9500A˚. For most cluster members,
this includes the [OII] λ3727 doublet and 4000A˚ break.
3.2. Measuring Redshifts
The IRAF routine XCSAO (Kurtz et al. 1992) was
used to measure absorption line redshifts and their er-
rors. Four template galaxy spectra were used: NGC7331
(morphological type SA(s)b), NGC4889 (E4), NGC2276
(SAB(rs)c), and an “E+A” galaxy. The cross-correlation
wavelength range for the cluster members was approxi-
mately 3750− 4500A˚ in the restframe. Emission line red-
shifts were determined from measuring the central wave-
lengths of the appropriate lines, e.g. the [OII]λ3727 dou-
blet, Hβ, and/or [OIII]λ5007. All redshifts were inspected
by eye. No systematic difference was found for redshifts
determined from both absorption and emission lines.
The final redshift catalog has 484 redshifts: 44 stars,
157 cluster members, and 283 field galaxies. Each redshift
was given a quality flag where Q = 3, 2,& 1 corresponded
to definite, probable, and maybe (single emission line). In
our analysis, we consider only galaxies with a redshift qual-
ity flag of Q = 3; this reduces the total cluster sample to
149 members. The average redshift error is ∼ 30 km s−1.
3.3. Completeness and Selection Effects
To determine if our redshift survey of the MS2053 field is
influenced by selection effects, we consider the possibility
of magnitude bias due to it being inherently more diffi-
cult to measure redshifts of fainter objects, and color bias
due to sparse sampling. In the following discussion, we
consider only the objects that fall on the WFPC2 mosaic.
By comparing the number of galaxies in the WFPC2
photometric catalog to the number of spectroscopic tar-
gets and acquired redshifts, we investigate the complete-
ness of our survey using the method outlined in Yee et al.
(1996) and van Dokkum et al. (2000). Figure 2 shows the
sampling rate, success rate, and completeness of our sam-
ple as a function of m814. The sampling rate, defined as
the number of spectroscopic targets divided by the num-
ber of galaxies in the HST catalog, is ∼ 70% at m814 = 22
(MBe ∼ −17.7+5 logh). The success rate, defined as the
number of acquired redshifts divided by the number of
targets, is also high (∼ 70%) at m814 = 22. Our incom-
pleteness at the faint end is due to sparse sampling and
not the inability to measure redshifts of targeted galaxies.
We then compare the colors of galaxies with measured
redshifts to all galaxies in the WFPC2 catalog to deter-
mine if the spectroscopic sample is biased against faint
blue galaxies because of sparse sampling. We focus on
objects with 20 < m814 ≤ 22 and denote (R606 − I814)
as (R − I). Figure 3 compares the color distribution of
all galaxies in the WFPC2 catalog to that of the spectro-
scopic sample and cluster members. Note the similarity in
the color distributions of the photometric sample to that
of the spectroscopic sample; a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
(Press et al. 1992) finds the two distributions are indistin-
guishable, i.e., our redshift sample is not biased against
faint blue galaxies. As an additional visual check, we in-
clude the weighted color distribution of the spectroscopic
sample (R−I)Wz determined by weighting each galaxy by
the inverse of the magnitude selection function C(m); this
is also quite similar to the full photometric sample.
3.4. Spectral Types
Using the same spectral bandpasses as Fisher et al.
(1998) and Tran et al. (2003a, 2004), we measure
[OII]λ3727, Hδ, Hγ, and Hβ equivalent widths (EW) for
the 149 cluster members and 38 field galaxies (see §4). We
separate the galaxies into three spectral types to quan-
tify their recent and ongoing star formation: 1) absorption
line galaxies with no significant [OII] emission ([OII]< 5A˚)
and no strong Balmer absorption [(Hδ+Hγ)/2 > −4 A˚]; 2)
emission line galaxies with strong [OII] emission (≥ 5A˚);
and 3) post-starburst (“E+A”) galaxies that have weak
or no [OII]λ3727 emission (≤ 5 A˚) and strong Balmer ab-
sorption [(Hδ+Hγ)/2 ≤ −4 A˚].
3.5. Internal Velocity Dispersions
A significant part of our spectroscopic observations with
Keck/LRIS were devoted to measuring internal velocity
dispersions for the brightest cluster members in MS2053.
The reduction and analysis of the measured internal ve-
locity dispersions (σ) for 33 cluster galaxies (−21.0 ≤
MBe − 5 logh ≤ −18.1) are described in Wuyts et al.
(2004).
To estimate internal velocity dispersions (σest) for the
rest of our cluster sample, we use the method outlined in
Kelson et al. (2000) and Tran et al. (2003a). To summa-
rize, we evolve the galaxies until they lie on the color mag-
nitude relation defined by a passively evolving galaxy pop-
ulation, i.e. the early-types in MS2053, and then use the
Fundamental Plane to estimate σ. Because this method
requires accurate colors and structural parameters, we can
estimate velocity dispersions only for galaxies that have
WFPC2 imaging. We measure the necessary structural
parameters by fitting pure de Vaucouleurs profiles to the
galaxies (see §2.3).
3.6. Redshift of the Gravitational Arc
MS2053 lenses a background galaxy that appears as two
giant tangential arcs (Luppino & Gioia 1992, #1881 &
#1974 in Fig. 4). After a heroic effort that spanned vir-
tually all of our Keck/LRIS observing runs for MS2053,
we were able to measure in July 2001 a redshift for galaxy
#1881 [(20h56′20.8′′,−4◦37′38.1′′)2000]. With a total inte-
gration time of 3.5 hours, we determine the source redshift
to be z = 3.1462; the 1D spectrum is shown in Fig. 5. This
object is one of only a small set of known strongly lensed
galaxies at z > 3.
10 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are operated by the Association of Universities for Research
in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
44. field sample
In our analysis, we also include a comparison to field
galaxies at the same approximate redshift as MS2053. The
field galaxies are drawn from an extensive spectroscopic
survey completed by our group of four different fields, of
which MS2053 was one. Our unique dataset contains an
unsually large number of spectroscopically confirmed field
galaxies (∼ 800; 0.05 < z < 3.15) gathered over a to-
tal area of ∼ 200✷′; HST/WFPC2 mosaics in F606W
and F814W were also obtained in these fields. The ob-
servational details of the fields and their characteristics
are summarized in Tran et al. (2003a, 2004).
We select field galaxies within the redshift range 0.54 <
z < 0.64 whose wavelength coverage included [OII]λ3727,
and that were imaged by WFPC2. These selection criteria
enable direct comparison between the field population and
the cluster members since both can be analyzed in the ex-
act same manner, i.e. spectral indices, (B − V )z colors,
rest-frame magnitudes, morphological types, and struc-
tural parameters. Our field sample of 38 galaxies spans
comparable ranges in luminosity (−16.3 < MBe−5 logh <
−20.9) and morphology (−5 ≤ T ≤ 15) as the cluster
members. We also estimate internal velocity dispersions
for the field galaxies using the method described in §3.5
(see Tran et al. 2003a, 2004).
5. cluster characteristics
5.1. MS2053’s Redshift and Velocity Dispersion
From our redshift survey of the MS2053 field, we identify
149 cluster members and show their redshift distribution in
Fig. 6. The cluster members show a striking bimodal dis-
tribution with a main peak centered at z = 0.5840±0.0005
and a smaller peak at z = 0.5982 ± 0.0003. Guided by
the shapes of the two peaks, we define members with
0.57 ≤ z < 0.595 to be in the main cluster (hereafter re-
ferred to as MS2053-A) and members at 0.595 ≤ z ≤ 0.605
to be in the group/sheet (MS2053-B). MS2053-A has 113
galaxies and MS2053-B 36 galaxies.
The velocity dispersions of MS2053-A and MS2053-B
are 865±71 km s−1 and 282±51 km s−1 respectively. The
average redshifts, dispersions, and their corresponding er-
rors are calculated using the biweight and jacknife methods
(Beers et al. 1990), and they are listed in Table 1. The ve-
locity dispersion of MS2053-A is in remarkable agreement
with that estimated from weak-lensing (886± 139 km s−1;
Hoekstra et al. 2002). If MS2053’s bimodal redshift dis-
tribution had not been recognized, the cluster’s spectro-
scopic velocity dispersion would be significantly overesti-
mated (∼ 1500 km s−1).
5.2. Virial Mass
To estimate the virial masses of MS2053-A and MS2053-
B, we follow Ramella et al. (1989) and first determine the
virial radii using:
RV =
piV¯
H0
sin


1
2

Nm(Nm − 1)
2

∑
i
∑
j>i
θ−1ij


−1




(3)
where V¯ is the mean velocity of the cluster, Nm is the
number of members, and θij the angular separation be-
tween the ith and jth members. With the virial radius, we
then estimate the mass using
MV =
6σ21DRV
G
(4)
where σ1D is the line of sight velocity dispersion and G
the gravitational constant. We consider MS2053-A and
MS2053-B separately and measure their virial radii to be
1.07 and 1.13h−1 Mpc, respectively. MS2053-A’s mass is
∼ 1.1× 1015M⊙ while MS2053-B is only ∼ 1.1× 10
14M⊙
(Table 1).
Combining MS2053-A’s velocity dispersion with the
X-ray temperature measured from Chandra for MS2053
(Tx = 5.2 ± 0.7 keV; Vikhlinin et al. 2002), we find
MS2053 agrees well with the non-evolving σ − TX rela-
tion (Mushotzky & Scharf 1997). Although MS2053 is not
a visually striking cluster (see Fig. 1), its dynamical mass
and X-ray temperature are consistent with it being a mas-
sive system.
5.3. Spatial Distribution and Substructure
Having established the bimodality in the redshift distri-
bution of MS2053, we now investigate whether the spa-
tial distributions of members in the two components also
show a high degree of substructure. The spectroscopically
confirmed cluster members have an elongated spatial dis-
tribution (Fig. 7). This is partly due to the layout of
the HST/WFPC2 mosaic which was designed to reflect
MS2053’s elongated distribution first observed in the Keck
imaging. However, MS2053’s spatial distribution is mainly
due to a real elongation in the distribution of cluster mem-
bers.
In MS2053-A, the absorption line members are more
spatially concentrated than the emission line members
(Fig. 7). However, the spatial distributions of absorption
and emission line galaxies in MS2053-B are indistinguish-
able from each other, and the galaxies in MS2053-B tend to
lie at larger radii than galaxies in MS2053-A (< RBCG >=
600 ± 40h−1 kpc vs. < RBCG >= 380 ± 40h
−1 kpc).
MS2053-B’s extended spatial distribution and lack of spec-
tral segregation is consistent with a scenario where it is in
the initial stages of being accreted by the main cluster
(MS2053-A).
A useful measure of the degree of substructure in a clus-
ter is the Dressler-Schectman test (Dressler & Shectman
1988). By using redshifts and spatial positions, the D-
S test quantifies how much the local mean redshift and
velocity dispersion (as defined by the ten nearest neigh-
bors to each galaxy) deviate from the cluster’s global val-
ues. Considering all cluster members (149) as well as only
galaxies in MS2053-A, we find the degree of substructure
in MS2053 to be significant at the > 95% confidence level
in both cases. Although MS2053 is rich, its significant
substructure and bimodal redshift distribution indicate it
is a dynamically young system.
6. cluster early-type population
In the following, we consider only the spectroscopically
confirmed cluster members that 1) belong to MS2053-A or
MS2053-B, 2) are brighter than MBe = −18+5 logh, and
53) are on the WFPC2 mosaic. Our conservative magni-
tude limit corresponds to a spectroscopic completeness of
∼ 70% in the WFPC imaging (see Fig. 2), and includes
virtually all spectroscopically confirmed cluster members
that were visually classified. These selection criteria re-
duce our cluster sample to 63 members in MS2053-A and
26 in MS2053-B; these galaxies are shown in Fig. 8.
6.1. Early-type Fraction
To estimate the early-type fraction in MS2053, we fol-
low van Dokkum et al. (1998b) and combine the E/S0’s
with half of the S0/a members. Considering only mem-
bers that have been morphologically typed, the early-type
fraction in MS2053 is 50 ± 8%. This value is consistent
with the expected value from the observed trend in clus-
ters of decreasing early-type fraction with increasing red-
shift (Dressler et al. 1997; van Dokkum et al. 2000). It is
also consistent with galaxy clusters having a substantially
higher early-type fraction than the field: the early-type
fraction in MS2053 is nearly twice that of the field at com-
parable redshifts (see Table 2). However, MS2053’s higher
early-type fraction is primarily due to the main cluster; the
early-type fraction in MS2053-B is actually comparable to
that of the field.
MS2053 has an unusual morphological mix in that it
has no members that are visually classified as S0 galax-
ies (Fig. 8). This may be partially due to the difficulty
of separating ellipticals from S0’s (Fabricant et al. 2000),
and it could be argued that we have missed the S0’s in
MS2053 due to, e.g. inconsistencies between classifiers.
However, the same classifiers (D. Fabricant, M. Franx,
and P. van Dokkum) also morphologically typed galax-
ies in CL 1358+62 (z = 0.33; Fabricant et al. 2000). S0
galaxies were identified in CL1358 whereas the same clas-
sifiers find none in MS2053. Therefore, the deficit of S0’s
in MS2053 is unlikely to be the result of inconsistencies in
the classification.
6.2. Color-Magnitude Relation
The color-magnitude (CM) distribution for cluster
members is shown in Fig. 9 where galaxies are separated
by morphological type into early-types (E/S0), early-type
spirals (S0/a-Sa), spirals (Sa/b and later), and mergers.
We adopt the slope of the CM relation measured from
CL1358 (z = 0.33; van Dokkum et al. 1998b) and nor-
malize it to the E/S0 members. The residuals of the CM
relation also are included in Fig. 9.
The early-type galaxies in MS2053 define a red sequence
that is well fit by the CM relation from CL1358. We find
no suggestion of evolution in the slope of the CM relation,
consistent with results on the CM relation in MS 1054–03
(z = 0.83; van Dokkum et al. 2000). The observed scatter
(RMS) of the E/S0’s is 0.05; this value is larger than ob-
served in CL1358 (∼ 0.03; van Dokkum et al. 1998b). The
larger scatter associated with E/S0’s in MS2053 may indi-
cate that the faint early-types are younger than the more
luminous E/S0’s (see Wuyts et al. 2004). We also find
a trend between color and morphological type, i.e. later
type members tend to be bluer, similar to that observed
at lower redshifts.
7. infall and the butcher-oemler effect
A recent study of A851 (z = 0.41; Kodama et al. 2001)
finds that the transition from predominantly blue to red
galaxy colors occurs most often in the subclumps outside
the cluster core. However, a link between galaxy infall and
a high fraction of blue cluster galaxies has yet to be conclu-
sively established. Here we demonstrate that: 1) the two
structures making up MS2053 are gravitationally bound
to each other and will eventually merge; 2) MS2053’s blue
fraction is elevated by the galaxies in the infalling struc-
ture; and 3) the infalling galaxies as a whole are indistin-
guishable from those in the field.
As in the previous section, we consider only spec-
troscopically confirmed members brighter than MBe =
−18+5 logh that fall on the HST/WFPC2 mosaic (Ta-
ble 2; Fig. 8).
7.1. Evidence of Infalling Galaxies
To confirm that MS2053-A and MS2053-B are gravita-
tionally bound to each other and will eventually merge
into one system, we follow Beers et al. (1982) and treat
the system as a two-body problem. From their Eq. 15, a
bound system has
V 2r Rp ≤ 2GM sin
2(α) cos(α) (5)
where Vr is the relative velocity, Rp the projected separa-
tion,M the total mass of the system, and α the projection
angle with respect to the plane of the sky.
MS2053-A and MS2053-B are virtually superimposed
on the sky (see Fig. 7): the difference in the average pro-
jected radius (Rp) of the galaxies in the two structures is
97h−1 kpc. The total mass of the system is 1.2× 1015M⊙
and the difference in the mean redshifts of MS2053-A and
MS2053-B gives Vr = 2700 km s
−1. Because the projec-
tion angle α is the only unknown parameter, we adopt
a simple approach and determine whether the two struc-
tures are bound for 0◦ ≤ α ≤ 90◦. We find that as long
as 15◦ < α < 86◦, MS2053-A and MS2053-B are bound.
Thus given a random distribution of projection angles, the
probability that the two structures are bound is ∼ 80%,
i.e. very likely.
As another check, we compare the relative velocity of
the two structures (Vr) to the escape velocity (Vesc) of the
main cluster (MS2053-A). Using MV (A) = 1.1× 10
15M⊙
and RV (A) = 1.07h
−1 Mpc (Table 1), we estimate
Vesc ∼ 3000 km s
−1. Since Vr < Vesc, the two structures
are bound. In addition, the similarity in the two velocities
suggests that MS2053-B is infalling.
An infalling scenario is supported by the properties of
the galaxies in MS2053-B. The fraction of star-forming
galaxies in MS2053-B is comparable to that of our field
sample (67% vs. 61%), and it is ∼ 2 times larger than in
MS2053-A (see Table 2). This is also the case for the blue
galaxies. Since star formation in infalling galaxies is effec-
tively quenched within a few Gyr (Balogh et al. 2000), i.e.
a core-crossing time, their activity indicates the galaxies
in MS2053-B have yet to pass through the core of the main
cluster.
7.2. Fraction of Blue Cluster Members
Using the classical definition of a blue cluster galaxy
(∆(B−V )z ≤ −0.2; Butcher & Oemler 1978), we measure
6the fraction of blue members in MS2053 to be 24±5% (see
Table 2). MS2053’s fraction of blue cluster members agrees
with the expected value from the original trend found by
Butcher & Oemler (1984) of increasing blue fraction with
redshift. It is also consistent with the correlation between
blue fraction and redshift measured by Ellingson et al.
(2001) using the CNOC1 cluster sample (0.18 < z < 0.55).
We have defined MS2053’s blue cluster fraction using
our sample of spectroscopically confirmed cluster members
(MBe ≤ −18+5 logh) rather than using the classic photo-
metric approach (Butcher & Oemler 1984). The advantage
of using a spectroscopic sample to determine MS2053’s
blue fraction is that we are free from the usual uncertainty
due to field contamination that is associated with photo-
metric studies. However, we note for comparison that our
blue fraction is very similar to that determined photomet-
rically (fb = 25± 4%; Fairley et al. 2002).
7.3. Origin of Blue Cluster Members
We find that MS2053’s high fraction of blue cluster
members is due primarily to the galaxies in MS2053-B and
not the main cluster: more than half of the blue galaxies
are associated with MS2053-B (Fig. 6). The fraction of
blue galaxies in the main cluster is only 13% and is com-
parable to that of clusters at z ≤ 0.2 (Butcher & Oemler
1984; Ellingson et al. 2001). However, the fraction of blue
galaxies in MS2053-B is over a factor of 3 higher (46%).
The galaxy population in MS2053-B is remarkably sim-
iliar to that of the general field. To quantify this, we com-
pare the color-magnitude distributions of both MS2053-A
and MS2053-B to that of the field (Fig. 10). In all three
environments, the early-type galaxies follow the defined
CM relation and the luminosity distributions are indistin-
guishable. However, while the fraction of blue galaxies in
MS2053-B is comparable to that in the field (56%), both
are significantly higher than in MS2053-A. Using the K-S
test, the color distribution of MS2053-B’s galaxies is indis-
tinguishable from that of the field, whereas MS2053-A’s
galaxies differ at the > 95% confidence level. We also note
that the morphological distribution of galaxies in MS2053-
B is indistinguishable from the field.
Finally, we compare the estimated internal velocity dis-
persions (see §3.5) of the galaxies in MS2053-A, MS2053-B,
and the field (Fig. 11). Using the K-S test, we find that
the σest distribution of MS2053-B is indistinguishable from
that of the field. However, MS2053-A’s galaxies differ from
the field at the > 95% confidence level. We conclude that
MS2053’s elevated fraction of blue members is due to a
population of infalling galaxies that are indistinguishable
from the field.
8. spectroscopic butcher-oemler effect
Our spectroscopic survey not only enables us to deter-
mine the fraction of blue galaxies in MS2053 without con-
tamination from the field, it also allows us to test whether
the high fraction of blue members is reflected in the spec-
troscopic properties of the cluster members. By separating
the cluster members into absorption line, emission line,
and post-starburst galaxies, we measure the fraction of
active galaxies in MS2053. To confirm that the observed
[OII] emission is due to star formation rather than emis-
sion from active galactic nuclei, we utilize Chandra obser-
vations of the MS2053 field. We then determine whether
the blue members in MS2053 are related to its star-forming
population.
8.1. Emission Line Members
MS2053 has an unusually high fraction of emission line
galaxies (50%): of the 111 cluster members for which we
can measure [OII], 56 have [OII]≥ 5A˚. In comparison to
clusters at z ∼ 0.3 with comparable velocity dispersions
(Fisher et al. 1998; Balogh et al. 2002), MS2053 has more
than twice the number of active members. As found in
earlier studies of lower redshift clusters (Couch & Sharples
1987; Dressler & Gunn 1992), MS2053’s high fraction of
blue members is reflected in its high fraction of spectro-
scopically active members. We find that like the blue
cluster members, the fraction of emission line galaxies in
MS2053-B is significantly higher than in the main cluster
(see Table 2).
8.2. AGN Activity
To determine whether any of MS2053’s emission line
galaxies harbor active galactic nuclei (AGN), we analyse
archival X-ray observations from Chandra. Two overlap-
ping pointings of the MS2053 field were taken with ACIS-
I (16.9′ × 16.9′). Each pointing was ∼ 45 ksec, giving
an approximate flux detection limit of fX [2 − 10keV ] >
10−15 erg s−1 cm−2 (Martini et al. 2002); this corresponds
to LX > 7.4× 10
41 erg s−1 at z = 0.59 and is deep enough
to detect the majority of AGN (Norman et al. 2004).
Of the 149 confirmed cluster members, we find only the
brightest cluster galaxy (BCG; #1667) is detected in the
X-ray. However, the BCG has no detectable [OII] emis-
sion. Of the 56 cluster members with [OII]≥ 5A˚, none are
X-ray detected to the given flux limit. Thus the [OII] emis-
sion measured in MS2053’s members is most likely due to
ongoing star formation rather than AGN activity.
8.3. Ongoing Star Formation
In Fig. 12, we show the distribution of [OII] equiv-
alent width versus absolute Be magnitude as a func-
tion of morphological type for both the cluster members
and field sample; we consider only galaxies with MBe ≤
−18+5 logh that have HST/WFPC2 imaging. Not sur-
prisingly, the majority of early-type galaxies in both en-
vironments are absorption line ([OII]< 5A˚) systems while
the majority of the late-types are emission line ([OII]≥ 5A˚)
galaxies. Note the trend in the blue galaxies of increasing
[OII] with decreasing luminosity; this trend is signficant
at the > 95% level using the Spearman rank test (Press
et al. 1992).
One striking result from Fig. 12 is that all of the blue
galaxies in MS2053 are emission line systems (Fig. 12), i.e.
forming stars, and virtually all of them are spirals. How-
ever, not all of the emission line members are blue. In fact,
there are 15 star-forming members that are red, and they
include early-types and S0/a’s; these may be the dusty,
star-forming members discussed in Poggianti et al. (1999).
Although blue colors do identify star-forming members,
using colors alone underestimates the total star formation
activity in the cluster.
78.4. Infalling Galaxies vs. the Field
Results from several studies suggest that infall does not
induce excess star formation in the infalling galaxies rela-
tive to the field (Balogh et al. 1997; Ellingson et al. 2001;
Kodama & Bower 2001). To test if this is the case in
MS2053, we compare the [OII] and Balmer EW distribu-
tions of galaxies in MS2053-B to those in the field. We con-
sider only the galaxies in MS2053-B because we are rela-
tively confident that they are falling into the cluster for the
first time, whereas this is not the case if we include galax-
ies from MS2053-A. To enable comparison to §6 and §7,
we adopt our usual magnitude limit (MBe ≤ −18+5 logh)
and requirement of WFPC2 imaging.
In terms of their [OII] and Balmer EW’s, a K-S test
finds MS2053-B’s galaxies share a common parent popu-
lation with the field galaxies. Assuming [OII] and Balmer
EW traces star formation in the same manner in both
environments, we find no indication of enhanced activity
in MS2053-B’s galaxies relative to the field. However,
we note that we cannot say whether star formation is
enhanced later as MS2053-B and MS2053-A continue to
merge.
As shown here, the similarities between the infalling
galaxies and those in the field are not limited to their pho-
tometric properties (see §7.3). Their [OII] and Balmer EW
distributions are indistinguishable, and their average [OII]
EW are the same: 16.6±3.6A˚ and 16.5±5.0A˚ for MS2053-
B and the field respectively. In comparison, the average
[OII] EW of MS2053-A is ∼ 2.5 times lower (6.2± 1.6A˚),
and its [OII] EW distribution differs from that of the field
at the > 95% confidence level. More than half of MS2053’s
star-forming members belong to the infalling structure
(MS2053-B), and the infalling galaxies are spectroscopi-
cally indistinguishable from that of the field population.
9. descendants of blue cluster galaxies
Having established that MS2053’s elevated fraction of
blue/star-forming galaxies is due primarily to an infalling
structure, we now address what the descendants of these
blue galaxies can be. Are these new members the pro-
genitors of the S0 galaxies found in nearby clusters? In
the following discussion, we consider blue galaxies from
MS2053-A and MS2053-B together, and adopt our usual
magnitude limit (MBe ≤ −18+5 logh) and requirement of
WFPC2 imaging.
Similar to what has been observed in other intermedi-
ate redshift clusters (Couch et al. 1998), we find MS2053’s
blue galaxies tend to be fainter than L∗. None are brighter
than MBe = −20+5 logh (see Fig. 10), and their average
absolute Be magnitude is −18.7+5 logh. The luminosi-
ties of MS2053’s blue cluster galaxies indicate they will
evolve into members with L < L∗. Assuming the blue
cluster galaxies evolve passively with time, they will fade
and redden to eventually populate the faint end of the CM
relation, as suggested by Kodama & Bower (2001).
The estimated internal velocity dispersions (σest) of the
blue cluster galaxies also indicates they will remain low
mass systems. With only one exception, all of the blue
galaxies in MS2053 have σest < 50 km s
−1 (see Fig. 11);
these blue galaxies cannot evolve into massive cluster
members. Their low σest are consistent with De Propris
et al. (2003)’s suggestion that the B-O effect is largely due
to low mass, star-forming galaxies.
MS2053 has an unusual morphological mix of galax-
ies compared to clusters at z ∼ 0: it has no S0’s but it
has twice the number of blue spirals compared to clus-
ters at lower redshifts. Note that a deficit of S0’s has also
been observed in other clusters at intermediate redshifts
(Dressler et al. 1997; Lubin et al. 2002). Assuming MS2053
will eventually have a galaxy population similar to that of
equally massive clusters at lower redshifts, e.g. CL1358 or
Coma, this means that MS2053 must develop a sizeable
population of S0 galaxies within the next ∼ 5 Gyr. Given
its high fraction of blue spirals, the obvious solution is to
transform these late-types into the missing S0 population.
The conversion in MS2053 of the blue cluster galaxies
into faint, low mass S0’s would be consistent with the
luminosity-weighted ages of low mass S0 galaxies in Coma
(Poggianti et al. 2001). Although the ellipticals in Coma
have been quiescent over the last ∼ 5 Gyr, more than 40%
of the S0’s have formed stars during the same period and
so have younger luminosity-weighted ages. In addition, the
fraction of S0’s in Coma with recent activity increases with
decreasing luminosity. This latter point is consistent with
our observed trend in MS2053’s blue galaxies of increasing
[OII] EW with decreasing luminosity, i.e. lower mass blue
cluster members have younger luminosity-weighted ages.
Our analysis shows that the blue cluster galaxies can
be the missing link between the deficit of S0’s observed at
intermediate redshifts and their relative abundance in the
local universe. Not only does MS2053 have an overabun-
dance of blue, low mass spirals, their spectral properties
are consistent with the extended star formation histories
observed in low mass cluster S0’s at lower redshifts. Al-
though they originated in the field, these blue galaxies are
the likely progenitors of many of the L < L∗ S0 galaxies
seen in nearby clusters.
Finally, our results highlight a serious problem that still
remains. Although we have established the link between
blue cluster galaxies and low mass S0 members, our anal-
ysis does not account for the many bright (L > L∗) S0
galaxies in nearby clusters. This may be partially due to
the difficulty of separating S0’s from ellipticals at higher
redshift, i.e. some of MS2053’s S0 galaxies may have been
visually classified as ellipticals. Evolutionary effects can
also increase the number of luminous S0’s in MS2053. For
example, there are several bright, red, massive spirals in
MS2053 (see Figs. 10 & 11) that are viable progenitors of
the luminous S0’s at lower redshift. We have also identified
several bright, red, massive, passive spirals in MS 1054–03
(z = 0.83; Tran et al. 2003a) that may be the progeni-
tors of massive cluster S0’s at z ∼ 0. However, we stress
that our current analysis does not address the origin of the
bright S0 galaxies in nearby clusters.
10. conclusions
We have studied the galaxy populations in MS2053 us-
ing high resolution, wide-field imaging from HST/WFPC2
and an extensive spectroscopic survey completed with
Keck/LRIS. MS2053 is an X-ray lumininous cluster at
z = 0.5866 ± 0.0011 with a bimodal redshift distribu-
tion. It is composed of a main cluster (MS2053-A) and
an infalling structure (MS2053-B) that are gravitationally
bound to each other. Of the 149 spectroscopically con-
8firmed cluster members, 113 belong to MS2053-A and 36
to MS2053-B. The velocity dispersions of MS2053-A and
MS2053-B are 865± 71 km s−1 and 282± 51 km s−1, and
the total dynamical mass of the system is 1.2 × 1015M⊙.
MS2053 also lenses a background galaxy at z = 3.1462.
MS2053 is a classic Butcher-Oemler cluster: 24% of its
members are blue galaxies, and an even higher fraction
(44%) are star-forming. However, more than half of the
blue/star-forming members belong to the infalling struc-
ture (MS2053-B). Unlike previous studies that have found
only indirect evidence for the link between the Butcher-
Oemler effect and galaxy infall, our unique dataset enables
us to show conclusively that this is the case in MS2053.
Comparing MS2053’s infalling galaxies to a field sam-
ple at approximately the same redshift, we find that they
share a common parent population. Galaxies in MS2053-
B span the same ranges in luminosity, color, estimated
velocity dispersion (∝ mass), and [OII]λ3727 equivalent
width as those in the field. Not only is MS2053’s fraction
of blue/star-forming members boosted due to an infalling
component, the galaxies in MS2053-B are indistinguish-
able from that of the field population. We do not find any
evidence of enhanced star formation in the infalling galax-
ies relative to the field, although we note this may change
as MS2053-A and MS2053-B continue to merge.
Given that MS2053 currently has no S0 galaxies but
rather an overabundance of blue, star-forming, low mass
late-types, it is very likely that many of these spirals will
evolve into low mass S0 galaxies. Such a scenario is consis-
tent with the extended star formation histories of low mass
S0’s in lower redshift clusters. If MS2053’s blue galaxies do
evolve into S0’s, their luminosities and estimated internal
velocity dispersions indicate they will be faint (L < L∗),
low mass members.
Taken as a whole, our observations suggest that most of
the blue members in MS2053, and ultimately most of its
low mass S0’s, originate in the field.
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Fig. 1.— HST/WFPC2 false-color mosaic of the MS2053 field. The ∼ 4′ × 7′ mosaic is made of six overlapping pointings taken in F606W
and F814W; the projected scale at z = 0.59 is 4.6h−1 kpc/arcsec (ΩM = 0.3,ΩΛ = 0.7, and H0 = 100h km s
−1 Mpc−1). Although MS2053
has 149 spectroscopically confirmed members, a high velocity dispersion (σ = 865 km s−1), and a high X-ray temperature (5.2 keV; Vikhlinin
et al. 2002), it is not a visually striking cluster.
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Fig. 2.— Our Keck/LRIS spectroscopic survey of the MS2053 field is magnitude limited such that incompleteness at the faint end is
due to sparse sampling and not the inability to measure redshifts of targeted galaxies. Top: The sampling rate, defined as the number of
spectroscopic targets divided by the number of galaxies in the HST/WFPC2 photometric catalog, is shown as a function of magnitude (bin
size is 0.4 mags); only objects on the WFPC2 mosaic are considered. The BCG’s (#1667) magnitude (m814 = 18.7) is indicated by the
arrow. Middle: The number of acquired redshifts divided by the number of targets. At m814 = 22, the success rate is ∼ 70%. Bottom:
The completeness C(m) is the product of the sampling and success rates. The dotted vertical line denotes the approximate m814 value
corresponding to MBe = −18+5 log h, the magnitude cut-off used in our analysis.
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Fig. 3.— Our spectroscopic sample is not biased against faint blue galaxies. Top: The color distribution (R606 − I814) of all galaxies in the
WFPC2 catalog with 20 < m814 ≤ 22 (378); the bin size is ∆(R − I) = 0.2. Bottom: The color distribution of all galaxies with measured
redshifts (solid line; (R − I)z) as well as cluster members (hatched; (R − I)cl) in the same magnitude range. We also include the weighted
color distribution (R− I)Wz (dotted) of the redshift sample where each galaxy is weighted by the inverse of the magnitude selection function
C(m) to correct for sparse sampling. The color distributions of the photometric and spectroscopic samples are indistinguishable using the
K-S test.
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Fig. 4.— HST/WFPC2 F814W image (30′′ × 30′′) of the two giant gravitational arcs in MS2053; north and east are approximately up and
to the left. The BCG is at (20h56′21.3′′,−4◦37′50.7′′)2000 and the brighter of the two arcs (#1881) is at (20h56′20.8′′,−4◦37′38.1′′)2000 .
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Fig. 5.— Keck/LRIS spectrum of the giant gravitational arc #1881 in MS2053. The discontinuity at ∼ 5800A˚ corresponds to the break
between the blue and red sides of the LRIS observations. The source redshift is at z = 3.1462; this object is only one of a handful of known
strongly lensed galaxies at z > 3.
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Fig. 6.— Redshift histogram of MS2053 based on our 149 confirmed cluster members. We find two pronouced redshift peaks, one at
z = 0.5840 (MS2053-A) and a smaller one at z = 0.5983 (MS2053-B); the vertical dotted line indicates the redshift that we used to separate
the two components. In the other five panels, we consider only the cluster members on the HST/WFPC2 mosaic that are brighter than
MBe = −18+5 log h (89). The bottom left two panels show the blue (∆(B − V )z ≤ −0.2) and red (∆(B − V )z > −0.2) members, while
the three right panels show the members separated by morphological type. More than half of the blue/late-type cluster members are in
MS2053-B.
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Fig. 7.— The spatial distribution of all the spectroscopically confirmed cluster members are shown in the left panel. In the middle and right
panels, we show the members that fall on the HST/WFPC2 imaging that are in the main cluster (MS2053-A; middle) and in the infalling
component (MS2053-B; left); the outline of the HST/WFPC2 mosaic is included in these two panels. A dynamical analysis shows that the
two structures are gravitationally bound to each other. The cluster members are separated into emission ([OII]λ3727 ≥ 5A˚; blue circles) and
absorption ([OII]λ3727 < 5A˚; red circles) line galaxies. Note the extended spatial distribution and lack of spectral segregation in MS2053-B.
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Fig. 8.— Images of the 89 spectroscopically confirmed cluster members brighter than our adopted magnitude limit (MBe ≤ −18+5 log h)
that fall on the HST/WFPC2 mosaic. The images are 5′′ × 5′′ and taken in the F814W filter. We separate the members into those in the
main cluster (63 galaxies; prefix “A”) and those in the infalling structure (26; prefix “B”). For each member, we include their morphological
type, absolute Be magnitude, and (B − V )z color. We consider the following morphological types in our analysis: E/S0 (T ≤ −1), S0/a
(T = 0), Sa (T = 1), spirals (T ≥ 2), and mergers (T = 99). Note the lack of S0 galaxies (T = −2) in MS2053.
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Fig. 9.— The E/S0 galaxies in MS2053 define a red sequence that is well fit by the color-magnitude (CM) relation from CL1358 (z = 0.33;
van Dokkum et al. 1998b). Left Panels: The CM diagram for cluster members (MBe ≤ −18+5 log h); here we consider both the main cluster
and group together. The cluster galaxies are separated into E/S0’s (small open circles), early-type spirals (S0/a=open triangles and Sa=open
squares), and spirals and mergers (open stars and open diamonds). The dotted line in each panel is the CM relation defined using the slope
from CL1358 and normalized to the E/S0 members in MS2053. Right Panels: The residuals from the fitted CM relation for the same galaxies.
The average offset from the CM relation and the scatter (RMS) are listed for the selected morphological types. There is a steady trend of
increasing (blue) offset and scatter with type, i.e. later type cluster members tend to be bluer.
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Fig. 10.— Color-magnitude diagrams for galaxies in the main cluster (MS2053-A; top), the infalling component (MS2053-B; middle), and
the field (bottom). We denote the classic definition of a blue galaxy as one having ∆(B − V )z ≤ −0.2 (dashed line; Butcher & Oemler
1984); the symbols and dotted line are as in Fig. 9. Using the K-S test, we find that the color and luminosity distributions of the galaxies
in MS2053-B are indistinguishable from those of our field sample. However, the colors of the galaxies in the main cluster (MS2053-A) differ
from those of the field at the > 95% confidence level. MS2053-A also has a number of red spirals.
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Fig. 11.— We show estimated internal velocity dispersions versus absolute Be magnitude for galaxies in MS2053-A (top left) and MS2053-B
(top right), blue cluster galaxies from both structures (bottom left), and the field sample (bottom right). We consider only galaxies brighter
than MBe ≤ −18+5 log h, and the symbols are as in Fig. 9. All of the blue galaxies in MS2053 are fainter than MBe = −20+5 log h and have
σest < 100 km s−1; they can only evolve into faint, low mass members. In addition, the galaxies in MS2053-B share a common parent σest
distribution with those in the field, while those in MS2053-A differ at the > 95% CL. MS2053’s elevated fraction of blue members is due to
an infalling structure whose galaxies are indistinguishable from the field population.
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Fig. 12.— OIIλ3727 equivalent widths versus absolute Be magnitude for galaxies in MS2053-A (upper left), galaxies in the MS2053-B (upper
right), blue cluster members from both structures (lower left), and the field (lower right); only galaxies brighter than MBe = −18+5 log h are
considered. The symbols are as in Fig. 9 and non-typed members (plus symbols) are also included. The dotted horizontal line in all panels
denotes our cut-off for emission line ([OII]≥ 5A˚) systems. We find a trend in the blue cluster galaxies of increasing [OII] EW with decreasing
luminosity; this is consistent with fainter members having younger luminosity-weighted ages. In addition, the [OII] EW distribution of
MS2053-B is indistinguishable from that of the field, but MS2053-A’s [OII] EW distribution differs from the field at the > 95% level. This
indicates that galaxies in the infalling structure and the field share a common parent population.
Table 1
Cluster Kinematics
Group Number z-range z¯ σ1D (km s
−1) RV (Mpc)
b MV (M⊙)
b
MS2053-Alla 149 0.57 ≤ z ≤ 0.605 0.5866± 0.0011 1523± 95 1.15 3.7× 1015
MS2053-A 113 0.57 ≤ z < 0.595 0.5840± 0.0005 865± 71 1.07 1.1× 1015
MS2053-B 36 0.595 ≤ z ≤ 0.605 0.5982± 0.0003 282± 51 1.13 1.1× 1014
Field 38 0.54 ≤ z ≤ 0.64 0.58± 0.01 · · · · · · · · ·
aNote that when considering all cluster members, the velocity dispersion and virial mass are both signif-
icantly overestimated due to MS2053’s bimodal redshift distribution.
bVirial radii and masses determined using ΩM = 0.3,ΩΛ = 0.7, andH0 = 100h km s
−1 Mpc−1 cosmology.
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Table 2
Galaxy Populationsa
Property MS2053-All MS2053-A MS2053-B Field
Numberb 89 (84) 63 (60) 26 (24) 18 (17)
E/S0 37 29 8 4
S0/a 10 9 1 1
Sa 5 4 1 1
Spiral 30 18 12 9
Merger 2 0 2 1
Early-Types c 50% 56% 35% 26%
Late-Types c 50% 44% 65% 74%
Red [∆(B − V )z > −0.2] 76% 87% 54% 44%
Blue [∆(B − V )z ≤ −0.2] 24% 13% 46% 56%
Absorption Lined 51% 60% 29% 39%
Emission Lined 44% 34% 67% 61%
E+Ad 5% 5% 4% 0%
aConsidering only the galaxies that fall on the HST/WFPC2 mosaic that are
brighter than our adopted magnitude limit of MBe ≤ −18+5 logh.
bThe total number of galaxies where the number in parentheses corresponds
to the number that are visually typed into Hubble classes.
cThe early-type fraction is determined by combining all the E/S0 members
(T ≤ −1) with half of the S0/a members (T = 0). The late-type fraction is all
members with T ≥ 1 combined with half of the S0/a’s.
dSpectral types are defined as emission line ([OII]λ3727 ≥ 5A˚), passive
([OII]< 5A˚), and E+A ((Hδ+Hγ)/2 ≥ 4A˚, [OII]< 5).
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